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About This Game
Hello Wizard! Are you ready to go on an expedition?
Travelers who have traveled around Nordia have been told that there are various creatures that threaten travelers in Nordia.
But do not worry too much. The more you do magic battles with them, you will be able to create your own powerful deck,
collecting magic spells to fight with you, and spells that can be activated when needed.
Good luck with your challenge to be a Wizard King.

Game Play:
Wizard King is a strategy collectible card game. (CCG / TCG)
However, instead of playing cards, you will play the game with real summon creature and magic.
Therefore, you can enjoy more easy and active games than ordinary card games.

Features:
- Over 220 collectible cards
- 160 battle stages vs various opponents
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- 40 interesting expedition stages
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Release Date: 8 Feb, 2017
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English,Korean
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Finally! A card game that has no storyline and no multiplayer! You can make up your own story and let the imagination flow.
No multiplayer = you are the best and no one needs to cheat to best you. The training teaches you the basics and I understand
how it is to have English as a 2nd or 3rd language. However, it turned out to be fun to read (not laughing at mistakes, but the
way humor presented itself). You can then easily figure out what to do and edit your deck accordingly. Then you get excited
over new cards and new levels of cards! And I LOVE grinding! So hooray to having lots of opponents to train on and practice
your skills.
Can this game be better? I already think it is good for its price. It offers way more content than some other games for the same
pricing. BUT if the Creator chooses to expand on some areas, that is their choice.
Thank you for making this game - I can't wait to play more of it. :))). The main gripe I have with the game is the english, it
could've used quite a bit more proof reading as the tutorial gets a bit confusing due to it...
One other thing that got me a tad confused is that you can't fireball the other master, it can only be used on creatures, maybe
some direct damage things will appear later...
Once you get into the game things do get a bit clear, what the things I thought was the equivalent of hero power actually does
and what it meant with it sticking around. (it's for instance +1 attack and it stays in the position you put it on the ground, most
often on the first I'd say, especially extra armour)
The game allows five beings, one is your master, they're pos. 1=melee, pos. 2-3=archers and such, pos. 4-5=non-fighting
characters such as healers.
Gameplay is more RPG than card game, you can think of the cards as spells\/party members that you summon into the fight, all
the fighting 8melee\/arrows) happen automatically during a round so what you do is deal damage via spells, heal and place
creatures on the playing field.
It does have a little bit of a Ghostlords feel to it in that you don't really fight the fight but you decide what to do, this doesn't
pause for you to do something though, the rounds are long enough to not make you stress out though. (this may very well change
as you climb the difficulty)
I enjoyed it and I will play more of it....I just hope there's not a whole lot of story to it as I'm not too sure I'd be able to grasp it
if there is...
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